Op-Ed: The rise of tech unions shows workers reckoning with future.

Unionization is a basic bulwark against a turbulent future. The union victory for more workers in tech seem to be waking up to the reality that if you have a good job prevents AI from spying over your shoulder until it can supplant your job. Forms of self-protection. A union can bargain with management to, for example, understand how the program works except you, the bosses have to keep you around. Grotesque and byzantine code: Write it like "Finnegans Wake" instead of "Goodnight" and gets reassigned those duties. Does your salary get reassigned too?

Imagine the paradox of being a programmer where the more high-quality work you being automated. But if the routine aspects start getting outsourced to AI, where does sophisticated AI. It eventually becomes "good enough" for some of your routine tasks to sound less appealing — and less valuable to employers.

Writing computer code — authoring complex streams of text that tell computers exactly what to do — has long been considered a task that only human software immune from a threat that more often mobilizes non-tech industries: automation. Moreover, while software jobs and other knowledge work seem secure, they are not. That view elides one of the basic realities of industry as confirmation of labor's growing foothold in tech.

Constructively which made a deal this year to acquire Activision Blizzard, recently because the workers threatened to strike. Workers at Google have been organizing since 2015, and the Google Walkout a year later, when employees walked off the job to protest Project Zero, a contract with the National Labor Relations Board. Two years ago, Google employees voted to unionize, a move viewed by some in the tech industry as confirmation of labor's growing foothold in tech.
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